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ABSTRACT

The GFDL Modular Ocean Model and the Miami Isopycnal Ocean Model are used to investigate the response
of the equatorial thermocline to extratropical buoyancy forcing. Passive tracers and analytical theories are also
used to shed light on the dynamics of the thermocline response. The major findings are the following. (i) The
midlatitude region seems to be the optimal region for surface buoyancy forcing to affect the equatorial ther-
mocline. This occurs because, first, thermocline anomalies in the midlatitudes can penetrate into the equator
very efficiently; second, buoyancy forcing generates a strong local response in the midlatitudes. (ii) Dynamic
waves as well as thermocline ventilation contribute to the response in the equatorial thermocline. Consequently,
equatorward penetration is substantially greater for a temperature anomaly than for a passive tracer. (iii) Mid-
latitude forcing generates a significant temperature response in the equatorial thermocline for forcing periods
longer than decadal. (iv) For a low latitude (108–208) buoyancy forcing, the equatorial thermocline could be
dominated by a temperature anomaly that has the opposite sign to the surface forcing because of the strong
higher mode baroclinic response in the ventilated thermocline. Finally, the relevance of this work to observations
and climate variability is also discussed.

1. Introduction

Despite the important role of the equatorial thermo-
cline in long term climate change (Gu and Philander
1997; Cane et al. 1997; Zhang et al. 1998), the mech-
anism for the maintenance of the equatorial thermocline
remains poorly understood. In principle, the equatorial
thermocline is controlled either by high-latitude buoy-
ancy forcing through the deep thermohaline circulation
or by extratropical wind and buoyancy forcing through
the shallow thermocline ventilation. Here, we are con-
cerned with the latter process. We are particularly in-
terested in the effect of extratropical buoyancy forcing
because this effect has been studied the least.

Early studies on the effect of buoyancy forcing on
the permanent thermocline have focused on the local
response in the extratropics (Magaard 1977). At annual
or shorter timescales, local responses to midlatitude
buoyancy forcing seem to be weak relative to the wind
stress forcing (Frankignoul and Muller 1979). Recent
studies suggest that, with the aid of nonlocal ventilation
processes, surface buoyancy forcing may induce sig-
nificant thermocline variability in the subtropics at de-
cadal or longer timescales (Liu and Pedlosky 1994; Liu
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1999; Schneider et al. 1999; Huang and Pedlosky 1999).
While these studies focused on the extratropics, the re-
mote response of the equatorial thermocline to extra-
tropical buoyancy forcing remains poorly understood.
In what region, and at what timescales, do extratropical
buoyancy forcing affect the equatorial thermocline most
significantly? How strong is the response of the equa-
torial thermocline? Is the equatorial temperature re-
sponse always the same sign as the extratropical surface
forcing, as one would expect for a passive tracer?

Here a systematic investigation is attempted to un-
derstand the response of the equatorial thermocline to
extratropical buoyancy forcing in two ocean general cir-
culation models (OGCM): the GFDL MOM2 (Paca-
nowaski 1996) and the Miami Isopycnal Model (MI-
COM) (Bleck et al. 1992). Extensive experiments sug-
gest that, at interdecadal or longer timescales, the mid-
latitude is the region where surface buoyancy forcing
affects the equatorial thermocline most efficiently. Fur-
thermore, the equatorial response is induced by not only
subduction flow, but also dynamic waves. Finally, for
buoyancy forcing at low latitude, the sign of the dom-
inant equatorial thermocline response could be the op-
posite to the surface forcing due to strong higher mode
baroclinic response. This paper is arranged as follows.
Section 2 introduces the models and experiments, and
we will focus on the MOM2 experiments first. Section
3 discusses the optimal latitude region for extratropical
buoyancy forcing to affect the equatorial thermocline.
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FIG. 1. Latitudinal profiles of model forcing: (a) wind stress, (b) SST, and (c) SSS. Dash, dot, and solid lines represent summer, winter,
and annual mean, respectively.

In section 4, we study the response to forcing of different
timescales. Section 5 discusses the MICOM experiments
and reexamine the equatorial response to low latitude
forcing. A summary and discussions are given in section
6. An analytical study on the response of the ventilated
thermocline to surface buoyancy forcing is given in the
appendix.

2. Model and experiments

Extensive experiments are performed to assure the
robustness of our conclusions. This was deemed nec-
essary because of the lack of a systematic study so far
on the maintenance of the equatorial thermocline. To
further assure the robustness of our conclusions, most
experiments are carried out using both MOM2 and MI-
COM. The former is a z-coordinate ocean model, which
has been used the most for the study of ocean circu-
lation, while the latter is an isopycnal model, which is
believed to be especially appropriate for the study of
thermocline ventilation. The experiments are carried out
in an idealized model domain of (208S–608N, 08–608
long) (0, 4 km) with a 28 3 28 horizontal resolution.

We will first discuss the MOM2 simulations and leave
the MICOM experiments to section 5. The MOM2 has

30 vertical levels, with the first 20 levels equally spaced
in the upper 1000 m. The Gent–Mcwillaims (Gent et
al. 1995) scheme is used with a background isopycnal
mixing coefficient of 103 m2 s22. The vertical tracer
diffusivity coefficient is 1025 m2 s22 for most experi-
ments, based on the observational estimates in the ther-
mocline (Jenkins 1991; Polzin et al. 1997; Schmitt
1999). The ocean is first spun up by the climatological
annual cycle of the zonal mean North Pacific zonal wind
stress (Hellerman and Rosenstein 1983) (Fig. 1a), sea
surface temperature (Levitus and Boyer 1994) (Fig. 1b)
and salinity (Levitus et al. 1994) (Fig. 1c). Surface tem-
perature and salinity are restored with restoring times
of 90 and 50 days, respectively.1 Fifty years after the
spinup, the upper ocean reaches a quasi-steady state.
Figures 2a–d depict the annual mean surface density,
barotropic streamfunction, and flows in the upper and
lower thermocline. The barotropic flow is characterized
by an anticyclonic subtropical gyre between 188 and

1 More properly, the restoring time should be longer for (SSS) than
for SST. Nevertheless, a subset of our experiments with different
restoring times show no qualitative differences from the present ex-
periments.
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FIG. 2. Annual mean MOM2 climatology: (a) surface density (CI 5 0.5st), (b) barotropic streamfunction (CI 5 5 Sv),
(c) mean upper thermocline currents (from 50 m to 25.5su), (d) lower thermocline currents (from 25.5 to 26.75su).

458N, sandwiched by cyclonic subpolar and tropical
gyres (Fig. 2b). The flows in the upper and lower ther-
mocline show the southward subduction into the equator
mainly through the low-latitude western boundary cur-
rent (LLWBC).

Sensitivity experiments are performed by imposing a
localized restoring SST anomaly. Table 1 lists the major
MOM2 experiments to be discussed. Most experiments
are forced by a sudden onset of a 228C restoring SST
cooling anomaly. In each experiment, the anomalous
restoring SST is spatially uniform within the forcing
region specified in Table 1. Two major groups of ex-
periments (see Table 1) will be discussed here to test
the latitude (Y1–Y4) and period (T1–T4) of the buoy-

ancy forcing. To better understand the subduction pro-
cess, a passive tracer is also applied with the source
simulated by a restoring surface tracer anomaly identical
to the anomalous restoring SST. The tracer can be
thought either as the idealization of the observed ther-
mocline passive tracer such as tritium and CFC (Fine
et al. 1987; Jenkins 1991) or as the salinity-compensated
temperature anomaly, which may also be important for
subduction variability (Miller et al. 1998)

3. Optimal latitudes for buoyancy forcing

At timescales longer than decadal, the midlatitude re-
gion appears to be the optimal region for surface buoyancy
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TABLE 1. MOM2 experiments. All experiments have the vertical
diffusivity of 0.1 3 1024 m2 s22.

Expt

Forcing

Latitude Longitude
Amplitude

(8C)

Integra-
tion
time
(yr) Comments

Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4

108–208N
208–308N
308–408N
408–508N

08–608
08–608
08–608
08–608

22
22
22
22

100
100
100
100

Y1tr
Y2tr
Y3tr
Y4tr

108–208N
208–308N
308–408N
408–508N

08–608
08–608
08–608
08–608

0
0
0
0

30
30
30
30

Yb1
Yb2
Yb3
Yb4

108–208N
208–308N
308–408N
408–508N

08–608
08–608
08–608
08–608

12
12
12
12

30
30
30
30

T1
T2
T3
T4
X2

308–408N
308–408N
308–408N
308–408N
308–408N

208–408
208–408
208–408
208–408
208–408

2
2
2
2

22

100
100
100
100
100

5-yr period
10-yr period
30-yr period

100-yr period

forcing to affect the equatorial thermocline. This may
counter the intuition that forcing closer to the equator
should produce a larger equatorial response. We present
in Fig. 3 four experiments, Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4, which
are forced in the latitude bands of 108–208N, 208–308N,
308–408N, and 408–508N, respectively, and which will be
referred to crudely as the cases of tropical, subtropical,
midlatitude and subpolar forcing, respectively. The anom-
alous temperatures are averaged above 26.75su (roughly
the bottom of thermocline). The cooling on the equatorial
thermocline (58S–58N average) intensifies with time in all
cases (Fig. 3a) with most of the cooling occurring in the
first 30 years. In the first three years, the equatorial re-
sponse is the strongest for the tropical forcing (Y1), second
for the subtropical forcing (Y2), third for the midlatitude
forcing (Y3), and weakest for the subpolar forcing (Y4).
The weak response for forcing away from the equator
implies that, at interannual timescales, the equatorial ther-
mocline tends to be influenced locally by buoyancy forcing
close to the equator. On decadal or longer timescales, how-
ever, the equatorial response is dominated by remote forc-
ing, initially from the subtropics, but eventually from the
midlatitudes. Therefore, at decadal or longer timescales,
remote forcing, especially the midlatitude forcing, is the
most effective in affecting the equatorial thermocline. This
response to remote midlatitude forcing should be associ-
ated with the equatorward ventilation process (Liu et al.
1994; McCreary and Lu 1994), as indicated by the tem-
perature anomaly in the latitude–depth plot of Fig. 4c.
Surface cold water subducts along isopyancal surfaces to
reach the equator (Fig. 4c), mainly in the western part of
the tropical ocean (including LLWBC), resulting in a sig-
nificant equatorial cooling that diminishes eastward in the
thermocline (Fig. 4d). The reason why midlatitude forcing
is the most effective will be discussed later.

The response in the equatorial ocean is concentrated
in the main thermocline, as shown in Fig. 4d. Figures
5a (Y1), 5c (Y2), 5e (Y3), and 5g (Y4) plot the vertical
profiles of the zonal mean equatorial temperature anom-
aly (58S–58N average) at years 5 (dot), 15 (dash), and
30 (thin solid). It is seen that, first, all temperature anom-
alies reach maxima in the main thermocline. Second,
consistent with Fig. 3a, the equilibrium is achieved later
as the forcing region moves away from the equator (Y1
to Y4). Finally, the maximum temperature anomaly de-
scends from about 100 m in Y1 to deeper than 200 m
in Y4 because subduction occurs on denser isopycnals
with forcing at higher latitudes.

The temperature response of the equatorial thermo-
cline can be better understood when compared to a pas-
sive tracer response. Figure 3b is the same as Fig. 3a
but for tracers. At first glance, the evolution of tracers
closely resembles the corresponding temperature anom-
alies. For example, in the initial 3 years, the equatorial
tracer response is the strongest in Y1, second in Y2,
third in Y3, and weakest in Y4; after 15 years, the
midlatitude and subtropical forcing produce the stron-
gest and the second strongest responses, respectively.2

The structure of the subducted tracer (Figs. 4e,f) also
compares well with that of the temperature anomaly
(Figs. 4c,d). Since a passive tracer is determined by
advection (and eddy mixing), the similarity of the tracer
and temperature anomaly patterns implies that ventila-
tion advection plays an important role in determining
the temperature response in the equatorial thermocline.
In the extratropical thermocline, the ventilation of a tem-
perature anomaly can be understood as the propagation
of higher baroclinic planetary wave modes that are ad-
vected mainly by the mean thermocline flow (Liu 1999).
This results in some resemblance of subduction process
between an active tracer (such as temperature) and a
passive tracer (Liu and Shin 1999).

Why is the midlatitude the optimal forcing region to
generate a response in the equatorial thermocline? To
answer this question, we should realize that the equa-
torial response is the result of two processes: the local
response associated with the mixed layer convection and
subduction and the remote response associated with the
equatorward ventilation. Either a stronger local response
or a higher capability of equatorward penetration favors
a greater equatorial response. We first examine the local
temperature response as plotted in Fig. 3c, which depicts
the evolution of a local temperature anomaly in the up-
per ocean. In contrast to the equatorial response (Fig.
3a), the local response increases from Y1 to Y2, to Y3,
and finally to Y4, indicating a poleward enhancement
of the local response. This poleward enhancement is

2 The equatorial response tends to be affected more by forcing at
higher latitudes with either the increase of the thickness of the tem-
perature (tracer) to be averaged or the time of integration. But our
conclusion remains qualitatively unchanged.
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FIG. 3. Evolution of annual mean temperature anomalies and passive tracers for runs Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4 averaged above 26.75su: (a)
equatorial (58S–58N average) temperature anomalies, (b) equatorial tracers, (c) local temperature anomalies (averaged in the area of the
anomalous forcing, e.g., between 108 and 208N for Y1, between 208 and 308N for Y2, etc.), and (d) local tracers. The EEP is calculated
for (e) temperature anomalies and (f ) tracers. The EEP for each experiment is simply calculated as the ratio of the equatorial response in
(a) [or (b)] divided by the local response in (c) [or (d)].

mainly caused by a poleward deepening of the mixed
layer and the thermodynamic air–sea negative feedback
[which is simulated here by the surface restoring (Haney
1973)]. A deeper mixed layer allows the surface anom-
aly to penetrate deeper into the ocean where the tem-
perature anomaly can be insulated effectively from the
negative surface air–sea feedback. (Similar character-
istics also apply to the local response of tracers in Fig.
3d.) Since the local response increases poleward, we

should expect the equatorial response to increase when
the forcing moves from the Tropics toward the midlat-
itude (Fig. 3a).

The local response argument, however, cannot ex-
plain the weak equatorial response due to subpolar forc-
ing (Fig. 3a), which has the greatest local response (Fig.
3c), but only a modest equatorial response. The inef-
fectiveness of the subpolar forcing on the equator has
to be associated with a poor efficiency of equatorward
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FIG. 4. Western basin meridional (58–158 average) and equatorial zonal (58S–58N average) sections of temperature anomalies (positive
shaded, CI 5 0.28C) and tracers (CI 5 0.2) at year 30. (a) The meridional and (b) zonal sections of temperature anomalies for the tropical
forcing run Y1; (c) and (d) are the same as (a) and (b) respectively but for the midlatitude forcing run Y3; (e) and (f ) are respectively, the
meridional and zonal sections of tracer in Y3. Dash lines are the mean isopycnals.

→

FIG. 5. Vertical profiles of equatorial temperature anomalies and tracers averaged within (0, 608) 3 (58S, 58N) at years 5 (dotted), 10
(dash), and 30 (solid): (a), (c), (e), and (g) temperature anomalies for runs Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4 respectively; the annual mean temperature
of the control run also plotted with a heavy solid line in each panel, and (b), (d), (f), and (h) tracers of runs Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4 respectively.

penetration (EEP). Two factors can contribute to a poor
EEP for the subpolar forcing. First, the temperature
anomaly penetrates deeper in the subpolar region where
the thermocline flow is weaker (Fig. 2d) relative to the
upper thermocline flow (Fig. 2c), and therefore less ef-
ficiently advects the temperature anomaly equatorward.
Second, the initial anomaly is first advected poleward
in the subpolar gyre (Fig. 2d), which is then recirculated
and mixed strongly within the subpolar gyre before en-
tering the subtropical gyre.

To better quantify EEP, we define

EEP 5 ^T&EQ/^T&L, (1)

where T is the temperature anomaly (or tracer) and ^ &EQ

and ^ &L stand for the volume average (across the zonal
width of the basin and above the bottom of the ther-
mocline) in the equatorial and local forcing latitude re-
gions, respectively. Figure 3e plots the evolution of the
temperature EEPs for Y1–Y4. All the EEPs increase
with time, reflecting the delay of the equatorward pen-
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FIG. 8. Latitude–time plot of the zonal mean (a) temperature anomaly and (b) tracer for run X2.

etration process. After about 10 yr, the greatest EEPs
are achieved by the subtropical and midlatitude forcing
(70% at year 100). In contrast, the tropical and subpolar
forcing have rather low EEP. The midlatitude region is
therefore unique in that it generates a strong local re-
sponse and has a high EEP (at least on interdecadal
timescales). Consequently, forcing in the midlatitudes
most efficiently affects the equatorial thermocline.

It is important to recognize that, in spite of some sim-
ilarities, temperature anomalies and tracers do have sig-
nificant differences. This point has been discussed for the
midlatitudes (Liu and Shin 1999). The difference will be-
come even more striking in the MICOM experiments as
will be discussed later. The responses have different spatial
structures as shown in our experiments here. While the
tracer retains the same sign as the forcing over the entire
ocean (Fig. 4e), the temperature anomaly exhibits a broad,
albeit weak, warming beneath a strong cooling in the upper
thermocline (between 188 and 408N; Fig. 4c), resembling
the structure of a second baroclinic mode (Liu 1999). This
second modelike response is even more clear for the case
of the tropical forcing (Y1 run in Fig. 4a). These baroclinic
responses can also be seen in the steady ventilated ther-
mocline model, as shown by Huang and Pedlosky (1999),
Schneider et al. (1999), and more generally in our appen-
dix. Furthermore, in the equatorial region, the temperature
anomaly signal is stronger than that of the tracer: the tem-
perature anomaly has a submaximum around the equator
(Fig. 4c), while the tracer diminishes monotonically south-
ward (Fig. 4e).

Most strikingly, the temperature EEP (Fig. 3e) is sig-
nificantly higher than the tracer EEP (Fig. 3f). This is
especially true in the cases of subtropical (Y2) and mid-
latitude (Y3) forcing, where the temperature EEP is almost
twice the tracer EEP. This high temperature EEP is the
most robust and interesting result of this paper. One direct
implication is that a naive tracer analogy for temperature
anomaly subduction will underestimate the equatorward
propagation of the temperature anomaly substantially. Be-
fore further exploring the dynamic implications of the high
temperature EEP, we first explain a subtle feature of the
tracer response.

A low tracer EEP should favor a weak tracer response
at the equator relative to temperature. Yet, in runs Y1–
Y4, tracers have equatorial responses (Fig. 3b) comparable
to that of temperature anomalies (Fig. 3a). The reason is
that the tracer has a substantially stronger local response
(Fig. 3d) than the temperature (Fig. 3d), especially in Y2
and Y3. The strong local tracer response is, however, main-
ly caused by the accompanying surface cooling forcing in
runs Y1–Y4. The cooling anomaly enhances mixed layer
convection, which favors a stronger downward tracer pen-
etration. To demonstrate this, two additional sets of ex-
periments (Y1tr–Y4tr and Yb1–Yb4, see Table 1) are per-
formed, in which the surface tracer is applied the same as
in Y1–Y4. The anomalous temperature forcing, however,
is not applied in Y1tr–Y4tr, and is applied as a 128C
warming in Yb1–Yb4. Figure 6 plots the 30-yr evolution
of equatorial and local responses as well as EEPs for the
three sets of experiments. One dramatic feature is that the
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EEP is affected little by the anomalous temperature forc-
ing. This is reasonable because the tracer EEP is deter-
mined purely by the mean thermocline ventilation, which
is changed little by the perturbation temperature in the
forcing region. In contrast, the local tracer response weak-
ens significantly, from the runs with cooling forcing (Y1–
Y4, Fig. 6d), to the runs without cooling (Y1tr–Y4tr, Fig.
6e), and further to the runs with warming forcing (Yb1–
Yb4, Fig. 6f). As a result, the equatorial response is re-
duced by about 20% with a 28C warm anomaly (cf. Figs.
6a,d,g with Figs. 6b,e,h or cf. Figs. 6b,e,h with Figs. 6c,f,i).

The high temperature EEP (relative to tracer) implies
that wave dynamics contribute significantly to the tem-
perature response in the equatorial thermocline. Since the
EEP of temperature could reach twice that of tracer (for
Y2 and Y3), the contribution of wave dynamics to the
equatorial response is comparable to advection. There are
at least two mechanisms that are responsible for the large
temperature EEP. First, coastal Kelvin waves can carry
temperature anomalies toward the equator at the western
boundary, which has been suggested to contribute to de-
cadal equatorial climate variability (Lysne et al. 1997; Liu
et al. 1999). Although distorted by the coarse model res-
olution, the coastal Kelvin wave should still operate in our
model (Hsieh et al. 1983) and therefore enhance the tem-
perature EEP. Second, baroclinic waves have a strong
westward propagation component in addition to mean flow
advection. This is particularly true for the first mode of
the baroclinic planetary wave, whose propagation is con-
troled strongly by the non-Doppler-shift effect (Killworth
et al. 1997; Dewar 1998; Liu 1999). A temperature signal
can therefore rapidly propagate to the western boundary
as a baroclinic Rossby wave, which is then brought to the
equator by either a coastal Kelvin wave or the LLWBC.

The two mechanisms discussed above are supported by
further analyses. Figure 7 presents snapshots of upper-
ocean temperature anomalies (Figs. 7a,c,e) and tracers
(Figs. 7b,d,f) at years 5, 15, and 25. The temperature anom-
aly shows a clear penetration tongue along the western
boundary into the equator (Figs. 7a,c,e), which is virtually
absent in the tracer (Figs. 7b,d,f). This temperature tongue
forms because both the coastal Kelvin wave and the
LLWBC travel much faster than the interior equatorward
ventilation flow. It is this temperature tongue that results
in the equatorial submaximum temperature anomaly dis-
cussed in Fig. 4c. Figure 8 plots the time–latitude plot of
the temperature anomaly (Fig. 8a) and tracer (Fig. 8b)
averaged zonally across the basin and vertically in the
upper ocean. The cooling anomaly (Fig. 8a) propagates
rapidly into the equator, forming a submaximum on the
equator; it then expands toward the Southern Hemisphere
due to the poleward propagation of coastal Kelvin waves
along the eastern boundary (not shown). In contrast, the
tracer expands southward slowly (Fig. 8b) due to the sub-
duction flow and the LLWBC; it also lacks clear penetra-
tion across the equator due to the absence of cross-equator
flow in the thermocline. The weak tracer penetration across
the equator is due to horizontal mixing.

In short, the midlatitude appears to be the optimal
region for buoyancy forcing to affect the equatorial ther-
mocline. Both advection and wave propagation are im-
portant for the temperature response in the equatorial
thermocline.

4. Response to forcing at different timescales

We now investigate the response of the equatorial
thermocline to midlatitude forcing at various time
scales. Earlier discussions (Fig. 3) indicate that the equa-
torial response intensifies with time, becoming signifi-
cant only on interdecadal timescales. For a periodic
buoyancy forcing, we therefore speculate that the equa-
torial response increases with the forcing period, and
that the equatorial response will become significant only
when the forcing period reaches interdecadal. These
speculations seem to be supported by four runs with
periodic midlatitude forcing: T1 for 5-yr period, T2 for
10-yr period, T3 for 30-yr period, and T4 for 100-yr
period, as well as an accompany steady forcing run X2
(see Table 1). Figures 9a–d are the same as Figs. 3a–d
but for T1–T4 and X2 runs.3

Figure 9a shows that the temperature response in the
equatorial thermocline diminishes rapidly for a high-fre-
quency forcing (from run X2 to run T1). The amplitude
for the equatorial response (AEQ can be estimated as

A (X2) ø [0.14 2 (20.2)]/2 5 0.17,EQ

4steady

A (T4) ø [0.1 2 (20.15)]/2 5 0.125,EQ

100-yr period

A (T3) ø [0.02 2 (20.06)]/2 5 0.04,EQ

30-yr period

A (T2) ø [20.02 2 (20.04)]/2 5 0.01,EQ

10-yr period

A (T1) ø [20.06 2 (20.07)]/2 5 0.005,EQ

5-yr period. (2)

Steady forcing has the maximum equatorial response;
the 100-yr forcing generates a response comparable with
the maximum amplitude; 30-yr forcing produces a re-

3 Note that in the equatorial response (Fig. 10a) there is a long-
term mean cooling for all the periodic forcing cases even though
the restoring SST forcing has no long-term mean. This cooling
occurs because of a somewhat larger local response to a cooling
than to a warming forcing (Fig. 10c, as discussed regarding Fig. 6
and later in the appendix). The former produces an anomalously
deep mixed layer and therefore allows the thermocline temperature
anomaly to be shielded from surface air–sea negative feedback.

4 The warm peak of X2 is estimated based on the ratio of the warm
and cold peaks of run T4. This is also true in other estimates.
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sponse about one quarter of the maximum response.
Decadal and interannual forcing, however, produce
much weaker responses. Therefore, in our model ocean,
only a forcing of interdecadal period can generate a
significant response on the equatorial thermocline.

The weak equatorial response at high frequencies is
associated primarily with their poor EEPs, rather than
their local responses. Figure 9c shows that the local
temperature response decreases for a higher-frequency
forcing, with the amplitude (AL) of

A (X2) ø [0.21 2 (20.25)]/2 5 0.23, steadyL

A (T4) ø [0.2 2 (20.25)]/2 5 0.225, 100-yr periodL

A (T3) ø [0.15 2 (20.2)]/2 5 0.175, 50-yr periodL

A (T2) ø [0.1 2 (20.15)]/2 5 0.125, 10-yr periodL

A (T1) ø [0.07 2 (21.1)]/2 5 0.09, 5-yr period.L

(3)

As the forcing frequency increases, the local response
decreases, but much slower than the equatorial response.
A careful comparison shows that the reduction of the
equatorial response in (2) dramatically exceeds that of
the local response in (3). For example, the equatorial
response is reduced by one order from the steady (X2)
to the interannual forcing (T1), while the local response
is reduced only by one half. The implication is a dra-
matic reduction of the EEP for a higher frequency. In
the case of periodic forcing, the definition of EEP can
be modified from (1) as the ratio of the amplitudes of
the equatorial and local responses:

EEP 5 AEQ/AL.

Using both (2) and (3), we have

EEP(X2) ø 73%, steady

EEP(T4) ø 55%, 100-yr period

EEP(T3) ø 23%, 50-yr period

EEP(T2) ø 8%, 10-yr period

EEP(T1) ø 5%, 5-yr period. (4)

The EEP decreases rapidly for high frequency forcing.
Therefore, the weaker equatorward ventilation process
is the primary cause for the weak equatorial response
at high frequencies.

The tracer response (Figs. 9b,d) also shows many
similarities to the temperature anomaly (Figs. 9a,c). This
similarity again implies that advection plays an impor-
tant role in the equatorial response. For example, the
tracer shows a dramatic reduction in the equatorial re-
sponse towards the high frequency (Fig. 9b; more than
10 times from runs X2 to T1), although the local re-
sponse (Fig. 9d) shows only a modest reduction (about

4 times from runs X2 to T1).5 The mechanism for the
much reduced EEP at high frequency is not entirely
clear. Perhaps, a higher frequency forcing produces a
disturbance of a smaller spatial scale, which is more
likely to be dissipated.

The tracer EEP can be estimated from Fig. 9b and
Fig. 9d as

EEP(X2) ø [0.11 2 (20.03)]/[0.2 2 (20, 1)] 5 46%,

steady

EEP(T4) ø [0.09 2 (20.02)]/[0.2 2 (20, 1)] 5 36%,

100-yr period

EEP(T3) ø [0.035 2 0.01]/[0.13 2 (20.05)] 5 18%,

50-yr period

EEP(T2) ø [0.03 2 0.022]/[0.12 2 (20.02)] 5 6%,

10-yr period

EEP(T1) , 1%, 5-yr period. (5)

The tracer EEPs are less than half the corresponding
temperature EEPs in (4). This is consistent with the
steady forcing cases discussed in section 3 (Figs. 3e and
3f). As discussed before, the enhancement of the tem-
perature EEP over the tracer is caused by dynamic
waves.

It is interesting to point out that the temperature
anomaly penetrates equatorward stronger than the tracer
only in the Tropics (south of 158 to 208N). This can be
observed in the time–latitude plot of the zonal mean
temperature anomaly (Fig. 10a) and tracer (Fig. 10b)
for run T3. The temperature anomaly has a clear tongue
of penetration into and across the equator, forming a
submaximum around the equator (Fig. 10a), while the
tracer diminishes monotonically southward (Fig. 10b).
In the Tropics (south of about 158N), the temperature
anomaly propagates rapidly with the amplitude virtually
unchanged (Fig. 10a) while the tracer tongue progresses
slowly with a severe amplitude reduction. The opposite
occurs in the subtropics (north of about 158N): the tem-
perature anomaly propagates southward slowly with the
amplitude decreased rapidly, forming a temperature
front at about 208N; the tracer, however, advances south-
ward rather fast with only a weak attenuation of the
amplitude, forming a tracer front at about 108N. The
difference between temperature anomaly and the tracer
can also be seen in the steady forcing case in Fig. 8.
The net cumulative effect on the equatorial temperature
seems to be overwhelmed by the tropical process, re-
sulting in a high temperature EEP. This highlights the

5 The tracer shows a negative long term mean even with a periodic
source restoring tracer forcing. This is because the tracer released
during the cooling period is stronger than that released during the
warming season, as shown in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 8 but for run T3.

TABLE 2. MICOM experiments. Except as noted, all experiments
are forced by a sudden onset of steady anomalous forcing and in-
tegrated for 30 yr with a diapycnal diffusivity of Kdiapycnic 3 N 5 0.6
3 1027 m2 s22, where N is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency.

Expt

Forcing

Latitude Longitude
Amplitude

(8C) Comments

MY1
MY2
MY3
MY4

108–208N
208–308N
308–408N
408–508N

08–608
08–608
08–608
08–608

22
22
22
22

MT1
MT2
MT3
MT4
MX2

308–408N
308–408N
308–408N
308–408N
308–408N

208–408
208–408
208–408
208–408
208–408

2
2
2
2

22

5-yr period
10-yr period
30-yr period

100-yr period

MYa1
MYa2
MYa3
MYa4

108–208N
208–308N
308–408N
408–508N

08–608
08–608
08–608
08–608

21
21
21
21

MYb1
MYb2
MYb3
MYb4

108–208N
208–308N
308–408N
408–508N

08–608
08–608
08–608
08–608

12
12
12
12

importance of the tropical process in extratropical–trop-
ical exchanges.

Why does the temperature propagate differently in
the Tropics and in the subtropics? We will offer one
interpretation. In the subtropical thermocline, a sub-
duction temperature anomaly represents a high baro-

clinic mode, which may propagate substantially slower
than a tracer, and whose amplitude decreases faster than
a passive tracer due to the divergence or group velocity
field (Liu 1993; Stephens et al. 2000). This may account
for the slower propagation and rapid weakening of the
temperature anomaly than the tracer in the subtropics.
In the Tropics, the equatorward penetration occurs pre-
dominantly in the western boundary region where the
coastal Kelvin wave may significantly enhance the prop-
agation of the temperature anomaly, but not the tracer.

5. MICOM simulations

Most conclusions from the MOM2 experiments are
confirmed by MICOM. The MICOM is configured and
forced the same as the MOM2, and has 11 isopycnal
layers (23su, 24su, 25su, 25.5su, 26su, 26.25su,
26.5su, 27su, 27.45su, 27.6su, 27.7su) beneath a mixed
layer. Since our MICOM is about 4 times slower than
our MOM2, all the MICOM experiments are integrated
only for 30 years after the onset of the anomalous forc-
ing. Table 2 lists some MICOM experiments to be dis-
cussed here.

We first examine the response to forcing at different
latitudes. Figure 11 is the same as Fig. 3 but for the
four corresponding MICOM simulations MY1, MY2,
MY3, and MY4, which are forced by an anomalous
cooling in the tropical, subtropical, midlatitude and sub-
polar regions, respectively (Table 2). Major features of
MOM2 experiments (Fig. 3) are reproduced here. First,
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FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 3 but for MICOM experiments with forcing at different latitude bands (MY1, MY2, MY3, MY4). A 3-yr run-
ning mean is applied.

after 30 years, the midlatitude forcing generates the
strongest equatorial temperature response (Fig. 11a) and
has an EEP of over 50% (Fig. 11e). Second, temperature
anomalies evolve similarly to tracers, confirming the
role of ventilation in the equatorial response (except for
the tropical forcing case MY1). Third, the temperature
EEPs (Fig. 11e) are significantly higher than the tracer
EEPs (Fig. 11f), confirming the important role of dy-
namic waves in enhancing the equatorial response of
temperature anomalies. Fourth, the equatorial response
becomes significant only after decadal time scales. The
meridional and equatorial sections of the MY3 exper-

iments (Figs. 12c,d) resemble the Y3 experiment (Figs.
4c,d) and the vertical profiles of equatorial response in
MICOM experiments (Fig. 13) also resemble those of
the MOM2 experiments (Fig. 5; except for the temper-
ature response in MY1).

The equatorial response to midlatitude periodic forc-
ing in MICOM (Fig. 14a) also resembles closely the
MOM2 response (Fig. 9a). The equatorial response be-
comes significant for interdecadal forcing. In addition,
to demonstrate the linear nature of the equatorial re-
sponse to extratropical forcing, Figs. 14b and 14c pre-
sent the equatorial temperature responses the same as
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FIG. 12. Evolution of equatorial thermocline temperature anomalies
(r , 26.75su, 58S , y , 58N, 08 , x , 608) for MICOM runs of
(a) periodic forcing: MT1, MT2, MT3, and MT4; (b) half cooling
forcing: MYa1, MYa2, MYa3, and MYa4; (c) anomalous warming
forcing: MYb1, MYb2, MYb3, and MYb4 (see Table 2). A 3-yr
running mean is applied.

MY1–MY4, but for half of the forcing intensity (218C
cooling) and for the opposite sign of forcing (128C
warming), respectively. All the major features in Figs.
14b and 14c are the same as in Fig. 11a, if the response
is multiplied by 1 in Fig. 14b and by 22 in 14c (except
for the tropical forcing cases MYa1 and MYb1). The
amplitude is somewhat reduced for the warming forcing,
which is less effective that a cooling in generating sub-
duction as discussed regarding Fig. 6.

There are also interesting differences between MI-

COM and MOM2 experiments. In general, the MOM2
simulations tend to be more diffusive than the corre-
sponding MICOM experiments, as expected. For ex-
ample, the mean equatorial thermocline is much sharper
in MICOM than in MOM2 (compare the mean tem-
perature profile in Figs. 4 and 5 with those in Figs. 12
and 13). The sharper thermocline results in a sharper
equatorial response in both temperature and tracer in
MICOM. In addition, the temperature response under
the midlatitude cooling (MY3) exhibits a clear third-
modelike structure south of the forcing region (208 to
308N) with the midthermocline cooling sandwiched by
weak surface and lower thermocline warming (Fig. 12c).
This response structure can be proven to be the general
feature of a ventilated thermocline model as discussed
in the appendix (Figs. A1c,f). In contrast, the MOM2
simulation Y3 produces little surface warming (Fig. 4c).
Furthermore, the warm anomaly is advected along the
LLWBC in the main thermocline all the way to the
equator in MY3 (Figs. 13e,d), but is diffused before
reaching the equator in Y3 (the anomaly pattern along
the western boundary is virtually identical to Fig. 4c).
It is clear that MOM2 is deficient in simulating sub-
duction responses. Even though the cold anomaly pen-
etrates across the equator in the main thermocline in
both MOM2 and MICOM (Fig. 4d, Fig. 12d), only in
MY3, the warm anomaly beneath the thermocline pen-
etrates along the equator eastward slightly (Fig. 12d).
In another similar experiment that is forced by the South
Pacific forcing, the warm anomaly beneath the ther-
mocline penetrates further, but still only half way across
the equator (not shown). The strong penetration of cold
anomaly in the main thermocline may be helped by the
strong eastward Equatorial Undercurrent there. The
warm anomaly beneath the thermocline, however, may
be dispersed by the strong shear flow.

The MICOM and MOM2 differ most drastically in the
case of tropical forcing (MY1 vs Y1). Locally under the
cooling, both runs produce a second-modelike response
(Fig. 12a and Fig. 4a). However, the warming anomaly
is much stronger in the main thermocline in MY1 than
in Y1. Furthermore, the warm anomaly in the main ther-
mocline penetrates into the equator and generates a strong
thermocline warming along the equator in MY1 (Figs.
12a,b and Fig. 13a), but it fails to generate warming in
the equatorial thermocline in Y1 (Figs. 4a,b and Fig. 5a).
[Instead, in Y1 run, a weak warming penetrates across
the equator below the thermocline (Figs. 4a,b).] This
strong midthermocline warming, in response to a tropical
cooling, is consistent with the solution of the idealized
ventilated thermocline model discussed in the appendix
(Figs. A1a,b,d,e). There, one can show that forcing in
the tropics is the most efficient in generating low-latitude
midthermocline warming. This tropical forcing case pro-
vides a good example showing the difference of the active
and passive tracers. This difference is most clear in MI-
COM.
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FIG. 13. Western basin meridional (58–158 average) and
equatorial zonal (58S–58N average) sections of temperature
anomalies (positive shaded, CI 5 0.48C) at year 30 with MI-
COM. (a) The meridional and (b) zonal sections of temper-
ature anomalies for the tropical forcing run MYl; (c) and (d)
are the same as (a) and (b), respectively, but for the midlatitude
forcing run MY3; (e) the meridional section of temperature
anomaly for the midlatitude forcing run MY3 along the west-
ern boundary. Dash lines are the mean isopycnals.

6. Summary and discussion

OGCM experiments were performed systematically
to investigate the response of the equatorial thermocline
to extratropical surface buoyancy forcing. It is found
that, first, the midlatitudes comprise the region where
buoyancy forcing can generate the strongest response
in the equatorial thermocline. This occurs because the
midlatitudes have a strong local response and the sub-
duction anomaly penetrates into the equator efficiently.
Second, thermocline ventilation and wave dynamics are
equally important in forcing temperature responses in
the equatorial thermocline. Third, midlatitude forcing
can exert a significant equatorial response after it per-
sists longer than decadal timescales. A forcing shorter
than decadal timescales seems to generate a midlatitude
response that is rapidly damped before it reaches the
equator. In addition, a tropical buoyancy forcing can
generate a strong equatorial thermocline temperature
anomaly that is of opposite sign as the forcing.

Extensive sensitivity experiments have also been car-
ried out. Three experiments are performed in which the
anomalous SST forcing is imposed in the western, cen-
tral, and eastern third of the midlatitude region. Sur-
prisingly, it is found that the equatorial response is com-
parable for the three forcing cases, especially in tem-
perature anomalies (not shown). One might have ex-
pected a much weaker equatorial response for the
forcing in the western basin because of the lack of ex-
change windows there (McCreary and Lu 1994; Liu et
al. 1994). It appears that the western forcing case does
have the smallest EEP, consistent with the notion of
weak equatorward ventilation from there. However, the
western forcing generates a strong local response due,
perhaps, to the deeper mixed layer there.

Experiments are also carried out in MOM2 with an
enhanced vertical diffusivity of 5 3 1025 m2 s22. This
diffusivity, five times larger than that of our previous
experiments, seems to be large compared to observa-
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FIG. 14. Same as Fig. 5 but for MICOM runs MY1, MY2, MY3, and MY4.
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tional estimates in the thermocline, but still comparable
to that of the deeper ocean (Jenkins 1991; Polzin et al.
1997; Schmitt 1999). The large diffusivity only changes
our conclusions quantitatively. The larger diffusivity
weakens the equatorial response by about 40% to 70%,
with more reduction in the local response than in the
EEPs. Physically, a large diffusivity allows the local
anomaly to penetrate deeper below the thermocline,
leaving less of an anomaly within the thermocline.
Therefore, the local thermocline response is reduced.
Diffusion also weakens the advective and dynamic
waves, and in turn the EEP.

In another set of experiments, salinity-compensated
anomalous SST forcing is applied. The subduction tem-
perature anomaly behaves virtually the same as the pas-
sive tracer, as expected. Our study suggests that passive
tracers seem to be more important than temperature
anomaly in the extratropics, but not in the equatorial
region. If we decompose a thermocline temperature
anomaly into the salinity-compensated component and
the dynamically active component, the former may be
more important in the extratropics, while the latter more
important for the equatorial region.

Our study here, although idealized, may have impli-
cations for recent studies of the Pacific decadal oscil-
lation (PDO). It has been suggested that (Gu and Phi-
lander 1997; Zhang et al. 1998) the subduction from the
midlatitude North Pacific into the equator may provide
a critical time delay for the PDO. However, the PDO
is also proposed to be mainly established by ocean–
atmosphere interactions within the subtropical North Pa-
cific (Latif and Barnett 1994; Barnett et al. 1999) with
the equatorward subduction playing a passive role. With
a simple ventilation thermocline model, Schneider et al.
(1999) showed that the temperature anomaly subducted
from the midlatitudes (Deser et al. 1996; Zhang and Liu
1999) is reduced rapidly before reaching the Tropics
(about 208N).

Our study suggests that the response of the equatorial
thermocline to midlatitude forcing needs to be under-
stood before a conclusion can be drawn on the role of
equatorward subduction. The observed PDO constitutes
the center of activity in the midlatitude North Pacific,
which, according to our study, is likely to be the region
that contributes the most to the equatorial thermocline
on interdecadal timescales. The dominant PDO period
is about 20 yr, which seems to be long enough to gen-
erate a detectable equatorial response. Of course, since
the generated equatorial temperature anomaly is small
compared with observation, positive ocean–atmosphere
feedback is necessary for the extratropical buoyancy
forcing to generate significant tropical climate response.
The other implication is perhaps more relevant, yet sub-
tle. Our understanding of the subduction of a temper-
ature anomaly has been mostly limited to the subtropical
region (Luyten et al. 1983; Liu 1999; Liu and Shin 1999;
Schneider et al. 1999; Huang and Pedlosky 1999), where
theory and observations seem to be consistent. In the

Tropics, however, how a temperature anomaly pene-
trates into the equator has not been studied carefully.
We have seen (Fig. 8 and Fig. 10) that the subduction
propagation of a temperature anomaly in the Tropics
differs dramatically from that in the subtropics. Once
reaching the Tropics (at about 208N), a temperature
anomaly can reach the equator almost immediately (at
least relative to a passive tracer), generating a submax-
imum there. This feature has not been reproduced in
simple ventilation thermocline models, perhaps, due to
the lack of the western boundary and some low-latitude
dynamics. It should be pointed out that the final con-
clusion regarding the role of the equatorward subduction
in PDO has to be tested in a fully coupled ocean–at-
mosphere model rather than an ocean-alone model. This
is particularly true considering our results that the tem-
perature in the Tropics and equatorial region respond to
midlatitude forcing almost simultaneously. Therefore,
even the observed local tropical wind (as was suggested
by Schneider et al. 1999) may already be the conse-
quence of the subduction anomaly that just reached the
Tropics. Finally, the opposite sign response in the equa-
torial thermocline to the tropical buoyancy forcing may
also be of interest to decadal climate variability because
this response enables the off-equatorial buoyancy forc-
ing to activate a negative delay in the thermocline.

Our study suggests that the regions of midlatitude
mode water formation, such as North Pacific subtropical
mode water and North Pacific central mode water (Ya-
suda and Hanawa 1997), may be the key regions where
the midlatitude long-term buoyancy forcing affects the
equatorial thermocline. This is so because the regions
of mode water formation have deep mixed layers and
therefore should result in a large local response. In the
mean time, these midlatitude regions are also highly
efficient in transmitting temperature anomalies into the
equatorial thermocline through both subduction and
wave propagation. Finally, our study suggests that the
extratropical control on the equatorial thermocline may
be even more important for understanding long-term
climate changes such as global warming (e.g., Knutson
and Manabe 1998) and the Last Glacial Maximum (CLI-
MAP 1981). This is so because these climate changes,
with timescales longer than a century, should have the
maximum EEP. In addition, these long term changes are
usually accompanied by a broad surface pattern, which
should also help to enhance the zonal mean local re-
sponse and in turn the equatorial response.

Much further work is needed for a full understanding
of the maintenance mechanism of the equatorial ther-
mocline. The poor horizontal resolution is particularly
worrisome, given that the LLWBC and coastal Kelvin
waves seem to be of critical importance in transmitting
the subtropical temperature signal into the equator. Re-
alistic setting of ocean geometry and forcing are also
needed to quantify observational issues. The effect of
extratropical windstress should also be further studied
beyond that of Liu and Philander (1995). Finally, the
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FIG. A1. Meridional profiles of ventilated zone thermocline solutions under the Ekman pumping profile we( f ) 5 2sin( fp). Other parameters
are H 5 1 and x/bg 5 21. (a), (d) The 2.5-layer model thermocline solution [determined from Eqs. (A1) and (A2)]. The solids are forced
by the outcrop line (a) f 0 5 0.4 and (d) f 0 5 0.6; the dashed lines are forced by a cooling perturbation such that df 0 5 20.1 in (a) the
Tropics and (d) subtropics. (b), (c), (e), (f ) The 3.5-layer solutions determined from Eqs. (A5). (b) and (c) Solid lines are for f 1 5 0.4 in
the Tropics and f 2 5 0.9 in the midlatitude; the dashed lines are solutions by perturbation cooling df 1 5 20.1 in (b) and df 2 5 20.1 in
(c); (e), (f ) the same as (b) and (c), except for f 1 5 0.6 in the subtropics.

restoring surface forcing imposes a strong negative
ocean–atmosphere feedback. Parallel experiments with
anomalous flux forcing (Miller et al. 1994) may be use-
ful to provide additional insights on the temperature
response in the equatorial thermocline and surface.
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APPENDIX

Response of the Ventilated Thermocline to
Buoyancy Forcing

The distinct baroclinic structure of off-equatorial tem-
perature response in the OGCMs can be understood in
the ventilated thermocline model (Huang and Pedlosky
1999; Schneider et al. 1999). Although the ventilated
thermocline model used here is not valid in the vicinity
of the equator, it can still be used to infer many important
features of equatorial responses, as demonstrated by Liu
(1994) and Liu et al. (1994). In a 2.5-layer model, the
ventilated zone interface depth of layer 2 (h) and layer
1 (h1) are determined by the Sverdrup relation
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FIG. A2. Layer depths and thickness as a function of f/ f 1 and f/ f 2 for the 3.5-layer ventilated zone thermocline solution (A5)
(setting D2 1 H 2 5 1); (a) layer 1 depth h1, (b) layer 2 depth h1 1 h2, (c) layer 3 depth h, (d) layer 2 thickness h2, and (e) layer
3 thickness h3.

h2 1 5 D2 1 H 2,2h1 (A1)

and the conservation of layer-2 potential vorticity (as-
suming a zonal outcrop line f 0)

f /(h 2 h1) 5 f 0/h, (A2)

Here H is a constant depth of h along the eastern bound-
ary, D2 5 22 f 2 we( f )x/gb and g is the reduced gravity
across all the layer interfaces. The change of the layer
interfaces with the outcrop latitude can be obtained from
the differentiation of (A1) and (A2) with respect to f 0

as

/df 0 5 2dh2/df 0 5 /[ f (1 1 h1)] . 0.2 2dh 2h1 1 (A3)

Surface cooling (df 0 , 0) therefore results in a decrease
in h1 but an increase in h, corresponding to a second-
modelike baroclinic response with upper thermocline
cooling and lower thermocline warming. Two examples
are shown in Figs. A1a and A1d, which are forced by
tropical and subtropical forcing, respectively. Similar
baroclinic responses have been discussed previously in
OGCMs (Liu 1999; Liu and Shin 1999) and a ventilated

thermocline model (Huang and Pedlosky 1999). It is
important to point out here that the baroclinic response
holds regardless of the shape of the outcrop line, because

/df 0 5 2dh2/df 0 is derived from the Sverdrup re-2dh1

lation (A1) alone.
The magnitude of the baroclinic response can also be

studied. We can derive from (A3) and (A2) that

dh

df h 10 10 . 5 2 5 . 21. (A4)
dh h f1 1 2
df f0 0

With a perturbation cooling (df 0 , 0), the warming
magnitude in the lower thermocline (dh . 0) is always
smaller than the cooling in the upper thermocline (dh1

, 0). This feature can be seen in the examples of ven-
tilated thermocline (Figs. A1a,d) and the OGCM (Fig.
4, Fig. 13). Furthermore, (A4) shows that, at a given
low latitude f, the lower-thermocline warming increases
for an outcrop line closer to the equator f 0 → f. The
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implication is that tropical surface cooling generates a
much stronger lower thermocline warming than sub-
tropical or midlatitude cooling. This is consistent with
the examples in the ventilated thermocline and OGCM.
The tropical cooling cases (Fig. A1a, Fig. 13a) generate
much stronger thermocline warming than the corre-
sponding subtropical and midlatitude forcing cases (Fig.
A1d, Fig. 13c).

The baroclinic responses can be further understood
in a 3.5-layer model. Following Luyten et al. [1983,
their Eqs. (2.30) and (2.31)], the layer thickness in the
ventilated thermocline zone are determined by

hf
2 2 2h 5 (D 1 H )/F, h 5 , h 5 h 2 h 2 h ,3 1 2 3f2

f f f f1h 5 h 2 2 2 2 2 ,2 1 21 2@1 2f f f f2 1 2 2

(A5)

where F 5 1 1 (1 2 f/ f 2)2 1 [1 2 f/ f 2 2 (2 2
f/ f 2)( f/ f 2 2 f/ f 2)/(2 2 f 1/ f 2)]2, f 1, and f 2 are the
zonal outcrop lines for layer 1 and layer 2, respectively,
and the reduced gravity is assumed the same across all
layer interfaces. Two examples are presented with per-
turbation cooling on f 1 which is located in the Tropics
(Fig. A1b) and subtropics (Figs. A1e). In both cases,
the depth decrease for layer 1 but increase for layers 2
and 3, again corresponding to a second-modelike re-
sponse with upper thermocline cooling and lower ther-
mocline warming. In another two examples, the anom-
alous cooling acts on f 2 in the midlatitude (Figs. A1c,f).
The resulted thermocline depths shallow for layer 2, but
increase slightly for layer 1 and layer 3. This represents
a strong subduction cooling in the midthermocline sand-
wiched by weak warming in the surface and lower ther-
mocline, corresponding to a third-modelike response.
This third-modelike response has been seen in the MI-
COM response to a midlatitude cooling (Figs. 13c,e).
Furthermore, the middle and lower thermocline warm-
ing in the low latitude is the strongest under the tropical
cooling forcing (Fig. A1b), also similar to the 2.5-layer
case (Fig. A1a).

The baroclinic responses in Figs. A1b,c,e,f can be
proven unchanged qualitatively in a general 3.5-layer
model. This can be inferred from Fig. A2, in which
layer depths and thickness are plotted against the two
outcrop lines (in f/ f 1 and f/ f 2) for f 2 . f 1. A surface
cooling on f 1 (increasing f/ f 1 and fixing f/ f 2) reduces
the depth of the first layer (h1) significantly (Fig. A2a),
but increases the depths of both the second layer (h1 1
h2) (Fig. A2b) and the third layer h (Fig. A2c) slightly,
corresponding to a second-modelike structure as seen
in Figs. A1b,e. As a result, layer thickness increase sig-
nificantly for the second layer (h2) (Fig. A2d) and slight-
ly for the third layer (h3) (Fig. A2e). In contrast, surface
cooling on f 2 (increasing f/ f 2 and fixing f/ f 1) shoals
the depth of layer 2 significantly (Fig. A2b), but deepens
the depths of layer 1 slightly (Fig. A2a) and layer 3

modestly (Fig. A2c), corresponding to a third-modelike
structure as seen in Figs. A1c,f. In turn, the layer thick-
ness are reduced modestly in layer 2 (Fig. A2d) but
increased significantly in layer 3 (Fig. A2e).
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